
SAP S/4 Show Home Launchpad 
on Azure

Validate your cloud and SAP S/4 business case with a 
fully functional “Show Home”

Our Industry “Show Home” enables you to engage your teams on what the 
future will look like using SAP S/4HANA and connected technologies. We will 
leverage PwC’s Industry Templates to accelerate the early build of the 
solution, including process, personas, data and systems standards.

Driving your S4 system early to validate your business case early, 
a real vs paper based validation.

Clarity on where simplification and standardisation for your 
company processes.1
Richer conversations on scope, data and design choices using 
your company data.2
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Benefits

✔ Azure SAP specific LZ deployment
✔ Security Framework 

(Network, OS & Cloud)
✔ Site 2 Site connectivity options
✔ Media Storage
✔ SAP Backup Management

✔ PwC Cloud Automation orchestration 
leveraging Hyperscaler native tooling

✔ BYOL license or leverage Demo & Test PwC 
license.

✔ Automated S/4 deployment.
✔ PwC Show-Home S4 template deployment 

ready for S/4 transformation validation
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Features
Business
A fully operational reference company including Personal UIs based on 
functional user roles, tax efficient models, Industry templates, and example 
business data. (with the option of leveraging your own).

Technical
Rapid Landing Zone deployment / Native Cloud services from SAP with the 
ability to extend to native cloud services such as Azure Data Lakes.

Integration
Multi-cloud enabled integration to common platforms such as Concur, 
Successfactors, Ariba, O365, and Supply chain integration.

Validate your cloud and SAP S/4 business case

Let’s connect

Ben Lingwood
Partner | SAP on Cloud
ben.lingwood@pwc.com

Kevin Doig
Cloud CoE CTO
kevin.doig@pwc.com

Learn more

Use case
Challenge
>50% of SAP organisations are still looking to validate their business case for 
SAP S4 Transformation in tandem with a migration to Cloud to reduce 
operating costs & increase speed to innovation & automation.

Solution
PwC’s Azure Launchpad services provide the platform and mechanism for 
enterprises to answer the complete business case spectrum from Landing 
Zones, Cloud Automation and operations to functional process validation, 
persona UIs and tax-efficient company operations.

Results
Validate your cloud and SAP S/4 business case with a fully functional 
“Showhome” accessible in under 48 hours…

SAP S/4 Show Home Launchpad 
on Azure
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